
The “VOXNER” Revisited 
ZS6AZP 

 
This simple QRP transmitter, designed by G4VAM, an ideal project for getting one’s feet wet 
in the art of home construction, was initially published in the club magazine (now CQ 
Centurion) in the early 1990s.  Unfortunately since then some of the components originally 
used are no longer available commercially, so the design now offered, which will hopefully 
be of interest to newer group of homebrew enthusiasts, makes use of components which are 
currently available. 
 
The transmitter has no critical circuits to worry about and the unit can be made to operate on 
160, 80, 40 and 20m with only minor components changes.  Output power on the lower 
frequency bands can be up to 2.5 watts, but it is recommended that it be set to no more than 
1.5W for fear of destroying the PA stage.  Output power drops off at the higher frequency, 
with a maximum of only about 1W on 20m. 
 
As can be seen from the circuit diagram in Figure 1, the unit consists of a crystal controlled 
Colpitts oscillator stage driving a VMOS power amplifier.  Of particular interest is the biasing 
arrangement for the BS170 (a VN10KM or VN66AF in the original design), which is derived 
from the voltage developed across the emitter resistor of the oscillator transistor.  It is 
extremely important that the slider of the bias pot (R2) be set to the “zero end” of its travel, 
i.e. connected to the grounded end, before power is applied to the transmitter, in case too 
much bias is present at the moment of switch-on which could lead to excessive drain current 
drawn by the output stage. 
 
Figure 1.  
 

 
 
As shown in Figure 1, keying of the output stage must be via a “handpump” device.  The 
alternative keying circuit shown in Figure 2 is, in many ways, more preferable as keying is 
now referred to ground/chassis and means that an electronic keyer can be used in place of 
the common “handpump” if so desired. 
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Figure 2  
 

 
 
Putting the transmitter into operation is simplicity itself – connect a 50 ohm load to the output 
(see Figure 3 for a suitable dummy load/power meter), and with a suitable crystal in place 
key the transmitter while monitoring either the output power or the current drawn from the 
battery/power supply.  Gradually increase the level of bias by adjusting pot VR1 until either 
the output power is about 1.5W (about 11.5v indicated on voltmeter of Figure 3), or the 
current drawn is of the order of 180mA.  That is all there is to it.   Remove the dummy load, 
connect your normal station antenna which obviously presents a 50 ohm resistive 
impedance at its input (hopefully!) and call “CQ”. 
 
Figure 3. 

  
 
 
 
The component values shown in Figure 1 are those for 80m operation.  Operation on 160m, 
40m and 20m requires certain components to be changed for the desired band.  The 
required values are shown in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 : Component values for specified band 
 

 160m 40m 20m 

C1 470p 100p 56p 

C2 470p 100p 56p 

C7 1800p 470p 220p 

C8 1800p 470p 220p 

L1 30 t’s T50-2 toroid 14 t’s T50-2 toroid 12 t’s T50-6 toroid 

Alternative Keying Arrangement
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Pout = (V + 0.6)2 /100  W



 
Suggested crystal frequencies for the various bands are 1843kHz, 3579kHz, 7020kHz, 
(7030kHz is the international QRP calling frequency) and 14060kHz.  Capacitor VC1 is for 
netting the actual crystal used onto the correct frequency, something which is very useful 
given the extremely narrow band CW filters found in most modern commercial rigs! 
 
The fainthearted may be concerned about the power dissipated in the tiny output FET during 
operation, but I have found it stands up perfectly well in “normal” CW QSOs. However it is 
quite feasible to reduce the power dissipated in each of the output FETS by simply 
connecting two directly in parallel as shown in Figure 4.  This dodge works perfectly well 
without any output power level change on all but 20m where the maximum output obtained is 
reduced by 10% to 20%, probably due to the additional loading effect of the second FET’s 
input capacitance. 
 
Figure 4 :   
 
 

 
 
 
The “VOXNER” is an ideal design to kick-off a life time of home brewing, and can form the 
basis for many modifications and experimental designs.  Give it a try and join the fun! 
 
 
Acknowledgement 
The original VOXNER was designed was by Paul Harrison,G4VAM and was featured in 
SPRAT # 50, Spring 1987.  SPRAT is a quarterly publication by the G QRP Club 
 
Update : The 80m frequency of 3579kHz mentioned previously is no longer used by the 
QRP fraternity due to QRM issues – 3550kHz is now the preferred frequency  
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